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ABSTRACT I .
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Abstract
a

O

The literature relating to 'the impact

of higher education on student Values

,is reviewed and analyzed. -The review-

fdoupes.on three Major periods of re-

search; (1) following-Philip Jacos

Changing, Values in Colle:(1957)4.
.

(2) Feldman and NewcOmb's lob publi-

cation of The Impact of College on

Students; and (3) the research which

followed the Feldman and Newcomb pup-

lication. It is concluded that'dif-
.

ferent research methods, an approach

more adequately reflecting the complex

influences on student values, and.a

clearer definition of value and its

relationship to other concepts of the

belief system RV: needed.'
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Th. Ymraet American 1116= VdMatloh

A On

TATimmtlflIn.Studftt Valuizei

American higher education Is a socializing instktution

{raisons And Rlattt 197,)i and therefore, allegedly

ihfluenees the values of its participants. .00110get

and universities are tomplox organizations that claim to.

transfer AoWled'ge and skills to Stuflentt. Zn order to

communicate knowledge and skills, colleges and universities

have developed Iiig4y organized disciplines. For exaqIej

schools and departments exemplify general categoties

Of knowledge and skills. More specific oate8ofizaJtion

occurs on the level'of indiVidual pograms. In the process

of categorizing and transmitting knowledge and skills,

implicit and explicit statements of value are also

communicated to students. 'Along with these for6lal

influences on student values., there are a variety of
4

informal influences on students. The informal influences

'include personal contact with faculty and student peers,

the personal influences.

.Researchint6 the impact of American higher education

on undergraduate student valuing has proven to be as

complex as the internal organization of colleges and

,.universities which provide a variety of potential influences

on the formation of student values. Researchers have

obtained data which are conflicting and often unreliable.

Research methods have often been questionable. In short,

researchers have been unable to identify with any consistency

4
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nignificant influeneen on otudont vnluing;

The purpooe this paper will be to place the

problem of identifying --61e Impact of college on etudont

Value5 in DerdpeetiVe by reviewing the literature and

ougg6ting alternative approaohee Tor further reoearoh,

The review of lAttraturo will concentrate on three

hiotorical periodes

(i) the concluttono of PliiUp Jtoob and hie major

reoponden% Allen Ilattonl

(2) the major oontributione of Peldman and

Newcombliand

(3) the major trends in reeearoh oinoo Peldman- and

Newcomb publi hod The ImoaccOollege on",

StudentS.

general, review will*be concluded by a discussion

of the methods and instruments used by researohers to

measure changes in student values And the limitations

of th4(Methods.

The amount of literature available relating to the

values of college students is-staggering, but this study

will concern.itself oily with literature which relates

to how student vale 6 are affected by higher education,.

' We will examine the debate between those who suggest

college affects changes in student values and those who

suggest college has no significant affect on student

values. Among those mho conclude that college does affect

changes in the values of students, we will exaMine,ax

and how their research suggests the changes occur.

5
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A variety of methods have boon used to meanie

otnntial changes in student vapen. Most renenrohb

u00 either the eress-nectional or longitudinal study

method, The ePodo.sectional method looks At
,

Hoharaoterietios of students at different ()lass levels".

.at tho name point in. time.... Ir (anon levels differ

In average -Tore, change is inferred, Xn the second

dedign, labeled longitudinal, the same students (known

cis a panel) are measured on the same instrument, at

aitferent points in'time (Feldman and Newcomb, .1968,

Thn researeh reported in the review of litbrature

7$ , generally . of the longitudinal design.

A prdblem of dnfirition Aribes in most of the

----research on student values, The literature often uses

Al

terms which may be related to the concept of value without,
,

diatingUishing the termo from values. for eiample,

thUre occurs a frequent ceofuaion between values and

attitudes, Thimgeneral lack of conceptual clarity

offers a significant handicap which will be conoidorod

when anaiyzin the literature

A Genera) Review of the Literature

Philtp aacob

Although highly criticized, Philip Jadob has provided

much of the stimulus fnisphe research on the impact of

'higher education on .student values, Jacobia,

Changinp, Vglues in ggill (19.57) 79 concerned with the

more formal aspects of the college environment such as

6
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the telohi.ng.l.o4rning Priressi ifin general conclusion

Wan that the college years brouot little If any

.olmittioant change in the values of students which could

be attributlble to the.impact,or higher education,

The changes he fgkd wore attributed to the con'tinuing

Socialization process of life, or ohangos towaid greater

conformity.

The Main' overall effect off. higher

education upon etudent valuerCio to britig

about gen4ral aceeptance of a body of 4

standards and attitudss charaheristic of

collqge-bred men and women &n" the American:

comNunity 'Jacob, 1957, p. 4) .

Jacob was om-hatic that student values were not

'ni nLflaantly influenced by the curriculum, faculty

or by instructional methods. "The imietits to change

does not come nrimarily from the formal egucational

nrocess (Jacob, 1957, p. 4). Jacob 'concluded that the

only significant impact for change .could be found in

colleges fostering strong value-cometftmentst the

distinctive environment encouraged by, a few private

institutions, coilted faculty,. and value-laden personal
$

experiences integrated
k

with a student's cognitive

development acob, 1957, p. 11). Although the teach ing-
.

learning process, in general, did not have a significant

impact on student values, the more informal hilosehical

and social influences might have a significant impapt.

It is this potential influence that Jacob concludes

may hold possibilities for higher education to have a

7
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Studi Skr,

College Impact

, is (1959)

was Allen Barton's at empt to critically analyze the

conclusions of Jacob, Barton's main concern was with

what he conedered Jacob's failure to denim the problem.

carton claimed that Jacob's a-proach was entirely too

general, failed to defirle the kind of impacts to be

analyzed,, did not obtain valid measures and that 'Jacob

Aid not apply his measures to a proper destp (Barton,

1959, PP 75). Barton suggested that such studieS'of

the impact of college on student values Aught to consider

the -*risible influences o the total college 'erivironment,

,including the formal t hing-learning process and

the more informal adpects of college life; Barton also

sugveted that influences external to the college
-sr P

environment could be isolated to help understand the

specific impact of higher education on student values.

Barton rejected Jacob's conclusion that the college.

experience had little or no effect on students. "Bartdh

suggested that colleges do have a positive influence on

students ,hen research pethods consider the total

environment of the student.'

Pe' dman and

The Feldman and Newcomb study published as

The IME1P1. of coll4=0 on Students (1966) was an extensiv

review of the literature since the 1930.g, Feldman

and Newcomb were Seeking an answer to the question,
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"under what.conditipns hive what kinds of students

changed in what specific ways (1968, pp 3-14?"'

One 'or the thteads of reseacak discussed by Feldman

and Newcomb was the research, of Jacob, Whitely (1938).

land Duffy 69401. Each found student values relatively

constant throughout the college experience. Duffy,

using. the Allpo/rt, Vernon Study, ci Va lues (1931),

did find a "trend' toward increased theoretic and

aesthetic values scores, and 'ossibly toward increased.

social Values scores...".

Most of the research renorted by Feldman and

Newcomb did suggest changes in student valuing patterns

during college, and some of the changes were signifoanto

Although research methods began to find specific areas

of change in student valuing, researcliers were cautious

not, to equate anx,student changes in valuing with

the student's exnerience
I

higher education (Dres.el and

LehMign, 1965, pn 250). ,Research had been unable to

isolate the effects of higher education on student values

from other notential influences, i.e. the family, work,

and religion;

Most research cited in the 'eldman and ,Newcomb

publioation began to use control groups, focusing on the

differences between students and non-student populations.

One atiproach was that of Irving J. Lehmann (t963) who

concluded that there were significant differences in

the charfzes in student valuing as conared with those

1"

ti
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changes found in non-student groups. Lehmann concentrated

not on the changed natterns of student valuing/ but on

what eartieu/ar influences might-have caused the changes.

wehafige's in personality characteristics may be a function

of `the persa's maturity or personality/ a function or

the times we live in, the direct result of'coliege

experiences/. or a combination of one or more such factors

(Lehm ann/1965, pp 69)." Trying to identify the effect

of those spedific"influences on. the s:udent valuing

.process was no easy task.

Feldman and Newcomb ra fort on a number of research

studies which might suplo Jacob's conclusion that

environments ;Kith strong vflae=comitments are more likely

to signific-ntly influence student values. Hunter (1942),

for example/ tested women in a small, southern liberal

arts college and found sluctiloantyaiue changes.

Newcomb's own Bennington College study (1943) offers another

kaMple. Both studies indicated significant changes in

values during the colle3e experience, but changesoccured

in the erection of the value commitment of the, institutions.

-Renee/ Jacob claimd the college experience was socializing

rather than liberalizing.

LehMann and Ikenberry (1959) found no difference

In the.value-orientations Of students corinidting one

year of college and thos students who dro-?ped out:.

K. Patricia Cross began with ten thousclid students as

high school graduates and found two significant Items:
.
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there was a szenirieret chAnge in authorit,ariani

of the college stuaents, but airiest no change in author.

itarianisn for' those persons who -did not att'nd college;

and student characteristics *prior to collegeThaY

an indicator of their pez surverance in higher education

and their likelihood of changing (Cross; 1968, pp 3).

In d'nutshelli they found that young
7

peopieS° ;tallies and attitudes -do change..

that, geneially speaking, col/06e students

become mom critical in their thinking,

more ,tolerant, flexible; and autonoelous

in attitude, and less pr:ejudiced in their

judgments. There is evidence that yowig
1

-people who embark argh iobs or' full -dime

homemaking do not show this sane kind of

develppment.

These examples indicate inconsistent research findings.

Alexander Astin (1271) found,a pronounced shift

in student attftudes to a more liberal dirdetio4

The shifts Astin identified arzear to be toward Such

attitUcies as fi,eedom and poliei. (1971, rp 9).
C

Probably ,the major study on student valuing in

the early 1960's was the Mchigan State Univetsity study

of Lehmann and Dressel (1963). Their longitudinal study

over the years of 1959 to 1962 inclUded several significant

4
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findings. Contrary to the 17,59.' findings of Lehmann and

Ikenberry, this 1963repoit'indicates that the amount

of time spent in college might affect changed in btudont

values.. The stUdy,included tests af.al group of imales

who dronned out of college in their frdshman year 'and a

group of males who completed four years ofc6llege.

The significanoe between the groups dtemmed_not so muck

from the magnitude of change by each group, but from

the fdet that they moved in op4osite direotions-in their

value on (Lehmann and Dresse1,,1963, pp 4A) ."
1,

The four year grow!) became more liber4, and the other

grow more conservative in their valui orientaticns.

This type of divergent change was elaborated in the report

of Lehmann, Sinha and -lartnett 11966* pp 92). The

1963 study of Lehmann and Dressel suggests, though, that

college attendance ea-not conclusively be sald.to be,a.

signifceint factor in creating more liberal values. They

conclude that a co 4 'education cannot always be
5

used as the only cr4terionrto rredict the deer ?? and
.

dtreCtion of change in 'traditional valu4 orientations*

Indtead, Lehmann and Dressel suggest that higher

education may facilitate development which may b% a natural

'6roces in human beings (1963, pp 165).
4

College studentfdo change during the

neriod of college attendance and, generally

speaking, .the amount and nature of change
t

are-related to the neriod of tire' spent at'
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061.1e ermpact

.

cplfee4e;: ...pvievery: indiv,14441 students and

ide.n.tifablO 'Suigr,rpps, ch4n6eirivarying

degrees and dell dt.f.cren.

,(1.gdhrterp:and . Dresd(4, 256):i

r 4 4*, %*

Lehmann 440 Dressei were suggesting fiat the characteristics
sti/dents t..ons kntering, higher education may be strongly- Or

influential in 1ningy find to what extent student
. . -

values changer and,Newbomb (1968) develop a

theory of faccentuatio4rfropj. similar dafa.,
,,

The c'oneent a higher education ds a catalyst to
. t.

changes that would orttErlailily occur as the individual
so,

''matures gained gonsittera- acceptance (1,htiann. et at,-

19661 Lehmann andbressel. 1961j.. To Lehmann. ,and Dresselo
4 , . .

this catalytic function six higher education fo strident .
1 . . .

1 "' 4 4 1

valuink map not *lo -36 q. Onsid?red an insigni4iciht.
. .-' , .-,-, ,

. iinfAct oil student.i.. \:-.

Lehmann' and Dressel (1963. also -suggestdd th.kt the

major chin

.-sonh4cre
among ges

'-'avallable research, Feldman and liewesim?, (120,- pp 101)

were not convinced that changes: iit student Values could

ges in student values came iniA.he fredhman and/or- -
years.* Their -conclusion was not aomiionly shared

-':

earchers. 4.fpr exampl, after reviewing the

e ,

sO.d to be mater at any particular point during the
eboliege 041tier. -iv,on Lehmann's report Ikeriberry .0959)

did not draw such oenclusion tirig that he had,,

changed his o7inA,on, iris, conclusion -that changes -in

student values cgi be largely attribut -d to the 11,--rst
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ifo yearS of '6:6-1-l-eze appear to be influenced by

thelachigan -State'-stu-

The basis of the f4dMan and Newcomb ,theory of

accentuation lies in the tendency of students to seek

other individuals, groups and.experiences that the studeat

.perceives to. hold similar, value orientations as him/

herself, Assuming this theoryof association to be true,

the ultimate outcome in terms of change in student values

will largely lie InAireCtions congruent with th'e shared

values of tie or grpup as a whole (.Feldman and

Newcomb,%1968, pn 333). The group may refer to-student

peers, faculty, or other persons, "Students, like other

peotI4, tendto meet or to Seek-out and ass- notate with.

others whe..have similar attitudes and values. Insofar

as this occurs, processes of consolidation are ubiquitous;

we suspect that they are at once the most common and the

least noticed sources of colleges' impapts on their

students (1968, pp 33O)'." Feldman and NeweoMb's 4

identiTicatia-and. exbansion of the "maintenance of

existing values" 'theory is an important contribution

to the study ot,student valuing.

Among the ?articular values` hich Feldman and Newcomb

identify.as undergoing the most, changes are religious
,

And nothetic values, "Without exception, aesthetic

Values are(of higher relative imnortance to seniors

fisn-tt7-freshmen, while with only one exoeltion in

thirteen comparisons,- religious values are of lower
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t
4

importance to seniors than to freshmen.... The relative

imnoriance of social.valueS often increases slightly
,

from freshmen to snior Year... (Feldman and Newcomb,

196811 pp 8)4,"

Po Feldman and Npwcomb

.Since the publication of The Impact of Co]....210, on

Students (1968), there have been three basic thrusts

in
'

the research concerning the*4mpact of higher education

on student valuing. First is a more comprehensive approach

to the valuing.process in terms of Studying and recognizing

a greater.variety of possible variables. Secondly, thete

4
seems to be more of an attempt to seek answers to

underlying questions concerned with student-valuipg.

Why,_and km do values change and are the changes desirable?

Finally, some researchers have now moved to clarify .

the definition of terms, particularly of the term value.

Only a few months following The Impadt Of College

on Students, Axelrod and Freedman (i969.) published

their conciuSion that "....the most important determinant

of the outcome of college experience consists of the

characteristics of the student when he enters college

(1969, np 154)." This conclusion focuses on the realization

that considerable socialization occurs with individuals

before they reach the level of higher education.

Although related, it"4 a significantly different,

4'Contributiodn than the Feldman and Newcomb theory of

accentuation. Axelrod ,and Freedman refer more clearly

to the student's personal history as a significant

t
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jtactor,in examining value change whereas, Fp,ldman and

ffeWooMb emphasize the tendehoy of-the College environment

to encourage value formations consistent with the

. student's personal: history. There seems to be a difference
4

in emphasis.

A considerable number of researchers have focused

on the com21exities ofthe devbloomental process of

a person. For.example,a major study at Harvard University

culminated in the publicaion by William G. Perry, Jr,

of Forms of Interecutual and Ethical Development in the

Colle.;:e Yeats 1(1970). The pressing question emerging
.

fitom the study was "What environmental sustehance'moSt

\supports studihiSin the choice to use their competence

to orient themselves through Commitments....(1970, pp 213)?"

Perry's concern was-how a student developed a sense of

responsibility during the college years. Perry's conclusiOn

was that

For the majority....the most important support

seemed to derive from a special realization

of.cMmunity. This was the realization that
4'

in the,xpry .risks,\ separateness And individua ity

of working out their commitments, they were
, .A

in the same boat not only' with each other
i*.

but with their instructors 46 well, (1970, TT/213)v

In terms of value changes; Perry seems to be suggestig

, ,

the supportive nature of the college environment prow- ids',

a significant clue to researchers.

taking behavior may be rewarded.

Conformity Qc risk
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There have been several persons Concerned about

the problems presented to researchers in the variety. of,

variables that interact°in intricate ways to bring about

changes in student valuing. Bennett (1970) and, Elton

(196q are two examples. Bennett particularly was

conscious of the complexity of the problem. Some of

the variables he considered include, personal history and

-significant student choices, the variety of characteristics

of the institution, the external social envAxpnment,

influence of the faculty, student peers, and curriculum

An interesting variable found by Pearson _and' Levin

:(197I, pp 850) was the focal-point or major:prientation-

of the stwie.mtES life: In- their research, they found a

signific:mt relationship between- a student's use "of a

reference group with particular value orioentations.

For-example, Pearson and Levin found that students using

home-and-family as a reference group were more establishment-

oriented than their counterparts using the immediate

academic community as a reference point., This kind of

contribution is helpful to educdtors when comparing the

relative value changes of commuter and resident student

(Flanagan, Note 1).

. Some of the most signifcant contributions of the

post Feldman and. Newcomb'- era-have. -come from Arthur

Chickering's Education and Identity* (1972). Chickering-

/
takes to task,, the kinds 1f changes in valuing ,that

researchers have been seeking. -4e argues that changes,

17
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in the "content.of Belief" are not as significant as

other changes. For example, the content may change toward

increased liberalism without an associated change in

the salience of t values held (1972, pp 126), Secondly,

Chickering warns that changes in student values need not

be drastic (1972, pp 125-126). Change does not mean

radical conversion of one's values.

he important point that Chickering contributes

to the study of student value ,changes is tha' "there may

be other changes of greater significance. The bases

on whiff values rest, the ways in which they are held,

and the force with which they operate in daily life, may

be of more irrortance--within limits-.,,than the particular

values Held (1972, pp 126-127).=" 'Joseph Katz- made a A

similar point less forcefully in 1968.

Some researchers have begun, to question the appropriateness

of some' educational programming based, on data prOvided

by value research. For,example, the study of John Sikula,

Roberta Sikula and Andrew Sikula (1974) on black and white

university interns in a teaching program appears to

verify Jacob's claim that higher education tends to
D'

."mold" students into some preconceived model.'

This study demonstrates that Values

changes did take- place during a4 experimental

teacher :preparation prograM, but are the

changes whieh occurred desirable ?' Should
.

such programs serve, to make everyone:More

alike? Some broader questions comet mind.
, .

18
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liow can we build into our educational

system ways to respect individUal dif-

ferences rather than to modify and mold

them? Is it really possible or desiiable

to reset individuA differences and

value, \phavior etc. in formalized .

school settings (Sikula, et a4., 1974, ,pp 14)?

The.final.significant trend in research on student
0 .

values In the post Feldman and Newcomb era hai been

associated with Milton Rokeach. Rokeach ('1972, 1973)

has attempt4 to clarify the definitions and distinctions

between the terms researchers have been using in values

research.

Rokeach's concept of-a hierarchy of values in-an

organized system was a significant contribution to the

study of the impact of higher education on student values.

It was*Rokeach who suggested that values may change

fn relative importance from one point in time to another.

Change; then, can be defined as "a reordering of

priorities... (1973, pp 11)," not a radical substitution

of-'bne value for -another.' ,

Rokeach also contributed*to the i ehtificaiion

an& understanding of the concern for `the enormous variety

of influences on the life of a student.(1973): Ife suggested

that each institution in society concentrates on enhancind

a particular subset of values.

vv.
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Further research is needed to identify

more clearly the particular subset of

values that each social institution focuses

upon, the extent of overlap and competition

among institutional values, the effectiveness

of different social institutions and

organizatfons as.value-socializing

agents, and the conditions under which

institutional value change can be brought

about (Rokeach, 1973, pp 327).

In summary, Philip Jacob appears to have been the

catalyst for increasing interest in the queStion:of-
:

tht.impact -colleges have on student values. Changing

Va InT-CgIttgl (Jacob, 1957) zrotivatd-muche-the

research reported in The Impact of 22"...leze on Students

.a'eliman and Newcomb, 1968,1.

Jacob,cpncluded that college had little effect on

student values. The effect he could find he defined

as socialization. Jacob'S conclusion stands in contrast

to most research that followed. Feldman and .Newcomb,

for example, propose a theory .of accentuation, i.e.

college experience tends to encourage change ,in values

co sistent with his/her personal history. A student's

personal histo in some sense, detthlines the Tect

of the college experience on-the:student's values

20
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Since ,Feldman andflowaotb pUblished The Impact of

Col____..oe on Students (1 8) researchers havie begun to

Search at least two quesions-in 'greater detail..
e

What particular elements of the college environment

affect student valuing more than othere(Pdrry, 1970)

and how are values held (Chi9kering, 1972),by students?

The theory -of accentuation continues to be the major

accepted theory. A third trend, represented by Rokeach (1973),

has been an attempt ta define .the concept of value and
4

distinguish it from other cohcepts such as attitude.

..:44easurement.of ohaneeq'inAudents

Almost all -of the researcAlon'the'iMpatt of 'higher

education on s':udent valuing has used an.instx4uMent

to measure value change. Th e were several reasons for

the extensive use of instrum nts as opposed to interviews.

InOruments could be,used to test larger numbers of

people. Instruments were leSs time conduming. Finally,

in,SIruMents provide at ]east some objective criteria

*41 continuity for judging comparative value changes
A .

-team one ,student group to another.

There are four general methods by which values

can be measured (Lehmann; 1967, pp 47-42). Three of

the methods involve personal judgments on the part of

the researcher and the fourth involves the student's

'Ability to report their own values.

21
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(1) S'qudents are presented a set of particular

staterients from which \he researcher 'can infer

values froth the ituderit't retPorises.

(2) 'The researcher can simply report on student

behavior.

(3) The researcher may present the student with

hypothetical situations from which value

° inferences can be made.
. .

(4) The student could be asked about th'eir

personal perceptions of what they, value.

There are at least a half dozen instruments that

have been developed for measuring value change (see

Robinson and Shaver, 1973). The two most popular

instruments have been the Allvort, Vernon, Lindley

Study a: Values developed in 1931 and revised in 1951

and 1960, and the Rokeach Value Survey which wag developed

in 1968. Both instruments have been designed to test

the relative importance of certain values. The AllPort,

Vernon, Linazey Studv of Values is based on six areas of
2 1

inquiry taken from Spranger's Types of Dien (1928).

Thet,Syid, of Values (1960) reflects these six areas.
r-

The Rokeach VaJue Survey simply lists eighteen

instrumental and eighteen terminal values for the student

to rank inborder of relative im ortance, Both are forced

choice questionnaires.,

.1
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,3mi tats ans of Past_ Studies

The most apparent problem with researching student

Valved is t% -e annlidation of instrUMehtS to a highly

conditional element such as the valuing procesS (,Dukes,

19$5, 'gyp 26), Developing the appropriate questions to

analyze the problem of value change it an extremely

difficult process. Value formation is,a dynatic process

and an instrument can only indicate the student's valuing

orocest at one particular ,,,oint in time. Instruments

are less tenable in indicating patterns of valuing.

Irvin 3, Lehmann outlined the limitations of

instrument studies in this way: 7

(i) Though the measurement .of values is necessarily

indirect,. there are a few areas in which

direct observation might be employed. Both

overt and covert aspecti of behavior could,

in certain circumstances, be measured,

However, value measures are more coin-only

instrospective in nature.

(2) The manner in which attitudes and values

reflect themselves in behdvior is governed

in part by the nature of the domentary

situation, Thus, the realiability of various

items is often low.

I') The required nrecision of measurement may

vary, depending u-on the effects to be spdied.

(4).Our *scales do not measure a- individualLS

attitudes- Or values, per se, but are a



I

ge act'

reflection of those values held by average
.

people. Our tnstrummts are scalestand

there is no scale which does not de'7end

upon the central tendencies and dispersions

of, oAnions expressed by zany people.

(5) Inasmuch as values, within'certain frames

of reference, may be affective and perhaps

a subconscious basis for action, what a

subject resorts nay br, only a rationalization

after the fact Thus, any attempt to

state affeetiva, objectives so as to permit

evaluation of the extent to'which they

are real factor in behavior founders

on the-dii.cre- ancies among the actual
1.1*

afActive quaff' ties of a person, his state-

ments about these, and his b^havior (Lehmann,

1967. -gyp 41) .

The particular instruments which have been e:ployed to

measure student valukiig changes Piave been questioned*
-

13:7 a number of people. For exa pie, i;lartin (071, pp 2-3)

suggested that the Allnort, Ve on, Lindzey,ptudx of Values

might not be sensitive and clacriminating ;hough to

be used with a college population.' Feldman and Newcomb

(1968, Tv, 8) point to the ,relative nature of the

Ailport, Vernoft,*Lindzey questionnaire as a Potential

limitation.

I
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fillnort. Vernon. Lindsey StUdy of Values,

Robinson and Shaver (1973) offer two criticisms of

the Allnort Vernon, Lindzey Study of DWI. They first

recognize the relativity of the quettionnairu, in the

sense that a high score on one scale necessitates a low
A 4

score on another scale. A'student's forced choice response

may not be indicative of the way in whiefl his/her values

areactualty held. "Another limitdtion.is that the test

is standardized on college students.who are primarily

in liberal arts. A by:lematid sari:sling of colleges "has

not beef con-1:Aed, and des-Ate some studies of non-

coregiate groups, there is still insufficient data to

allow for generalization beyond this narrow range pf

sublectt ,(Robinson and Shaver, .:073. PP 504i-505)

There have been other limitations cited of the

hi .tort, YeeMon,-Lindzey questionnaire. As Robidson

. and Shaver have emphasized, the questionnaire was designed

for liberal arts students. .ghat raises the questioli.'

as to whether the questionnaire is generalizable beyond

the liberal arts student.

The type or da sought by the Alleart Vernont

Lindzey gildt of lftlues arrear vague. The questionnaire

-does not allow for an adequate distinction between data

that indicate atitudes and data that indicate values.

Robinson and.S6aver (1973), for.examnle, suggest. that

both attitudes and interests 'could be ice; lied from the

lata collected from the Stud, of VLDia questionnaire.

t

0 As

41



.Although it has been rAdsed tvice since 1934 0the

Allport, Vernon, Lindsey St,,, 4.1, 'Y.a.1.341av based on

Spranger I SY TAM e n -of ren (1928); and the rzyisiatiS' haveift1~6..! 111.6700 *W :*

left the ba5: ini:redientsof the qyestionnairp untpuqhed
1.4 ,

One lust bewaik of the r,ossibls unrellabilitof thlt.C.
4,

v

questohnaire
4

s of its'adaptabilitY to
.
this generation

. .1,

of college siu4nts Ge#e19 0472, pp' 511), referred*i6_

a.questronnaire he adeilnibtered in.the.Mid 19$0 Ls testing
0.. ;. ,

#

values of south with similar caution. -He Concluded In
.

the 1960's that hecould.not use the same questionnaire

to frin:Irellable resulti. -13cause of the significant

.changes in youth char ct:-ristips. over a decade'; of time*

The Sttury of VI, ues may suffer from similar lifrat.,tions;

sDm r.; r r.

Many of thesame limiAtions`plague.,the Rokreach

Value Ste.
,

'forcing the student to-choose:-mon&a.... edete d
.. . ,4 .r ..

t'-''
ilidt df termingland instrumehtg'nlues, 4,14 is,...A.

a ,

therefore imlosSible to .10.ofr whether, for a tiifeit-'r-
.

..-t . , I
indtVidual, the values are equally spaeed ,long the

.. . - t ,.

along
. .

imortance continuum, or c100er't6gether.,at a &et/

_ points... (Robinson and Sha4Tf19c pp 548)." -A %

.

s .

An assumption of the Rokeach questionnaire reflects.'

anothiii notelittal.liraiVtion. Rokeack.a40,ssumes that human
, ..

beings hold relatively few values, this asp mm tion allows
--,.

a Mn to formulate pighteen ter)ninal and' Eighteen nstrummatak.
...

values which he claims am4ropresentvtive of the actual /
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amber of values rhich exist, ]kokeadh, also proposes

that valum are inpu,,noed by human expsriences; To

suggest that the thirty six valuds listed on the Value

re7resentattv4 Is to sugges'i that-human mcoorience

is relatilitly.Uniformi The'upiquenpss of the 1 diAddyal

.and the-relativIty of the time may not adequately be

,reflected by the ,Value Surve7.

Several writers have alledWd to a concern for the

indlvidual in miasving villUe changes.
{

For examples .

Dukes. (19.55$ pp 4) Wieved 'that Ateinstiument measurement
,

largely' neglected the human p,,ctore ,Lehmann (1967, pp 39-40)

sutlgested.thp,t interview studies might be an In,vrtant

imnrevement°In studyin:7, the value change of students.

Interyiewing-te'ehniques 4gin.te appioach the

concein4i1Peons (197Q) that the student's personal

` 'histoty.be '?olisiliered an essential element in understanding

the fmnr:ct.,or -colleges on Student valuing. Instruments

'measure aver age changes but as Feldman and-Newcomb suggest,

Initrumentsvbscure* "both,the amount and -direction of

4.4.14.4ch-1114e,.(068, pp 84)." 4i&ft of the past

research 0A the impact of higher educgtion en student
, . ),

vaIuig.nhas bin off' groups of students and has fargely.
, -..

ignored or obscured indiVidual patterns oft change (Huntley,
% , 4

4 19671 Pp 48) 0

Jaeob'p an :AS of Glem-Inn- Values Co'! ere

vrov/des an interesting case if (114a misusew Jacob

$ " c
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often referred to data gathered from female students to

at ly to conclusions about male students; generalized

from specific studies on particular student populations

to all stL.dents and%sed one year studies to infer conclusions

about hIgher education kn general (Lehmann, 1965. )1) 75Y.A

These criticiims.rPflect more en the use of data than

on the limitations of the instrument.
.

OnP of the most significant limitations of past

studies relates .te inadequate definitions. How can

values be measured if valued are, not clearly clislinguished

from other,compenents of the belief system? 'Researchers

also seem to be uncertain about the significance of 'studying

the valuing patterns of students. Much of their uncertainty

stems froth an inadequate understanding Of the role

valises play in. human behavior and personality. What

sitnificance, then, can the studTdf the impact of college

on student values have for improved Learning? '

The 'basic instruments Used to study value changes

of college students suffer frivdefinitional problems.

Devela'ment of a." successful, instrument

for measuring values (which, in,turn, is an

integral ',art of the measurement of values

and value change) isClose/y related to

the problem of the definition of the concept

of value.... To some researchers, Value,

attitude, 1112= and o nipn are used

r6-
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- _

synonymously and interchangeably. To ethers,

attitudes andvalugiire considered as one

category, while beliefs and °pillions are

considered as anoiheg' (lehmarn, 1967t pp 35);.

Instruments have be4n helnful in identifying the student's

desired end.states of existence'at,a particular point in

time, but expectations the student may have of college

and the develtrmental process of valuihg are not Adequately,

reflected by instrument surveys..

Other limitations exist in the literature., the,

such limitation involves generalizing data from one

institution to another. Qhe cannot assume that because
.

..
- .

Newcomb ,(1943) found signifcant Oben s inAialuet of
y

the students at Bennington College that all American

college-studenis (even at that time)- could be said to

have changed in similar ways (Plante 19,58, pp. 189.49O).

Bach institution reflects a number 'of internal

variables in determining their impact on student valuing:

Researchers have now begun to take, seriously the complexity

of ,institutional influences on student valuing, e:g.
.

curriculum, faculty, and peers's"

Research into the impact of college on student values

has made significant contributions to improved learning,

but many questions remain unanswered. Values must be

more clearly defined and distinguished from such concepts

as attitudes and beliefs. With an improved definitional

29
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thbe, the significance of value research and improve&

research methodermay tollow. The'complexnature of colleges

and the totality of the student's environMentare_coming

under closer scrutiny. Finally,- research must begin'to

analyze ,m2a.Values change and not simply how they change.

SUmMary

This review of the literature on the.impact rCir

higher education on student values has focused on research

from the time of Newcomb's Bennington College ,study (1943)

to the present, Particular eMphasis was placed on

trends in the periods of Jacob, Feldman andNewCOmb, and

the time folIowing'the publication ofFeldman and Newcomb's

book The Imbeet of College on Students..esearch methods

and their limitations were reviewed. The conclusions

might be summarized as follows:

(1) Instruments to measure student values have

serious limitations. In depth interviews

and behavior observations miOt be im-ortant

,aides in studying the valuing patterns

of students and why the patterns change.

Studying he impact of colleges on.student

valuing is an extremely complex undertaking.

It is complex in relation to our understanding

of the, nature of values, the variety of

(2)

institutional and societal influences. on

Students, and gathering comprehensive and

valid data on student valuing.-
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A clearer definition of value and the

relationship -of the concept of value to

other coin orients of the belief' systed
r.

is *essenti

M lion Rokeach (19724-1-973) has beg4h to develop-a,

theoretical basiS for research into the impact. of college

on student values, The ,more practical research, into,

wja, student valuing pat:Lerns cliange- and development. of

,improved research methodS remain as _suggestions= for future

research:;

31
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Footnotes

1-*
Most researcherS compare student data over two

(;rfour,year periods, Significant-differences are

more IiOly to appear over time if the college experience

ddea have an impact on student .values.

2
Spranger's types of men include the theoretical

many :the economic man,' the aesthetic man, the social

man, the political man, and the religious man,


